Leidos SeeIT
Customers need real-time visibility into their enterprise and easy access
to the information that is most important to them. The SeeIT portal
is a collaboration platform used to communicate effectively; provide
situational awareness; facilitate program management and execution;
gather metrics; and monitor program performance, quality, and risks.
SeeIT provides customers with a common tool to access near real-time
information—providing users with actionable data to support rapid and
informed decision-making. SeeIT provides role-based transparency to
executive leadership, management, security, operations staff, and other
stakeholders.
OUR APPROACH
SeeIT is based on an open source framework powered by the Leidos Enterprise
Architecture Framework (LEAF). This technology enables us to rapidly create and
update dynamic portal and dashboard views from underlying data sources and allows
end-users to easily customize their experience and see actionable information that
is important to them. The LEAF-based portal includes an object-oriented library of
widgets (which are defined as active components of the portal interface that enable
users to perform a function or access a service) that dynamically refresh as the
underlying data sources are updated.

OUR CAPABILITIES
›› Serves as an enterprise-level

information sharing portal/
dashboard and collaboration
tool

›› Provides enterprise visibility

and real-time information to
improve decision making

›› Allows users to easily see

service availability and
performance against SLAs/
KPIs and quality standards

›› Provides widget-based

information views that are
easily tailorable by the
end user; widgets link to
underlying data sources
which are updated in near
real-time

›› Enables users to drill down to
foundational data in no more
than three clicks

›› Displays applicable content

based on user role, and
allows multiple levels of
information access (including
for other contractors and
outside stakeholders)

›› Enabled for single sign-on
›› Can flexibly deploy

into existing customer
environments (cloud or onpremise infrastructure)

›› No license or royalty fees

FEATURE

BENEFIT

Aggregates and visualizes data

Allows users to access one application for up-to-date information

Provides real-time information
to enable data-driven decision
making

Refreshes dashboard display as underlying data is updated
Informs customer of real-time program status
Provides near-real-time data on system/service availability and performance
against SLAs/KPIs
Enables rapid resource prioritization and task escalation by delivering
enterprise-level visibility with drill-down capabilities to determine root
causes

Customizable

Widget-based framework allows users to easily “drag-and-drop” widgets to
customize their dashboard (easy to add, move, resize, remove)
Allows users to see the information important to them
Enhances security while providing targeted data and control for each role
Provides role-based access to information and widgets

Saves time and money

Reduces costs while also avoiding vendor lock-in and providing interface
flexibility
Leidos developed framework is based on open source technology, thus
avoiding licensing costs

PROVEN SUCCESS
The SeeIT portal is a result of Leidos’ corporate innovation initiatives. SeeIT is powered by our Leidos Enterprise
Application Framework (LEAF), in use by Leidos since 2009 on dozens of customer programs, including
government agencies and specific branches of the U.S. Military—which reduces risk to customers because it has
been used successfully on programs since 2009.
ff Effectively aggregates and visualizes data, which reduces the number of applications a user has to interface
with by up to 80%
ff The enterprise visibility provided by SeeIT allows for rapid resource prioritization and task escalation and
enables 83% faster informed real-time decision making (going from hours to seconds)
WHY PARTNER WITH LEIDOS?
Organizations need collaboration, visibility, and easy access to information to effectively manage programs.
SeeIT helps our customers effectively communicate by increasing situational awareness, facilitating program
management, and enabling success.
NEXT STEP
Contact our software development experts to determine if SeeIT is the right solution for your organization.
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